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Decorative Flexible Board A

Stendo#300

Standard Specifications
Decorative layer 

Base board

Thickness

Width × Length 

Standard weight 

mm

mm

kg/m2

Selflex A (flexible board A)

Acrylic-urethane resin 

Decorative surface: Both long edges chamfered

910×1820 （910×910）  
（910×2420）

4 5 （6）

7.5 9.4 11.2

※Standard product weights are standard values adjusted for moisture absorption ratios.
（　） Sizes in parentheses are made-to-order.

(Noncombustible) NM-2923

Remarks 

Decorative Layer Cross-section

2B  Ivory1A  Snow White

3B  Bone White 4B  Silky Green

※Stendo#300: Also available in antimicrobial 
　specification (special order).
※Please note that actual colors may differ 
　from those shown here because of the 
　limitations of the printing process. 

5B  Mist Blue

Standard color
Always in stock/Size (910 x 1820mm)
Thickness (4, 5mm)

These products consist of autoclave-cured cement boards finished with 
a hot-applied urethane resin coating. The smooth surface and rich 
colors help to create interior spaces that combine comfort with a sense 
of cleanliness. The base board (Selflex A） provides excellent strength, 
dimensional stability and water resistance. 

Dependable products for interior 
spaces requiring superior strength 
and water resistance

Interior
walls Ceilings

Features
●Noncombustible interior finishing 
　decorative boards with excellent 　
　surface smoothness
●Superior impact resistance 
　compared with other decorative 
　panels
●Ideal for areas in which water is 
　used, excellent water resistance 
　thanks to characteristics of base 
　board
●Sophisticated urethane-based 
　decorative surface̶highly resistant 
　to soiling and chemicals
●Contains no formaldehyde̶can be 
　used with confidence as a product 
　not covered by VOC regulations

Uses
◆Interior finishing in commercial 
　buildings, factories, warehouses, etc. 
◆Interior walls and ceilings in station 
　buildings, public facilities, etc. 
◆Suitable for a wide range of uses in 
　kitchens and sanitary facilities, etc. 

Acrylic urethane coating

Front: Urethane sealer 

Lengthwise two-way light chamfering 
(single-tone paint)

Sub-layer surface preparation 
(binary hardened coating)

Selflex A (flexible board A) Thickness 4mm, 5mm


